MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
elusion if one notes the frequency of epidemics in this maritime
city under Bishop Theodore (circa 566-591). A ship coming from
Spain brought an epidemic which continued for two months.1
It spread through the hinterland as far as the neighbourhood of
Lyons.2 There is frequent mention of other epidemics3 in Provence,
at Narbonne. Fredegarius describes an epidemic in 598-599 which
reminds us of die Black Death.4
3. Inland Commerce
Naturally, we cannot suppose that the Oriental merchants, Jews
and others, restricted themselves to an import trade in the Mediter-
ranean basin, without exporting anything. Their vessels would,
of course, have carried some return freight. The principal cargo
may have consisted of slaves. We know that household and agricul-
tural slavery was still very widespread after the 5th century. For
my own part, I am rather inclined to believe that the Germanic
invasions may have revived the prosperity of the slave trade.
The Germans were as familiar with the institution of slavery as
the Romans, and must have brought plenty of slaves with them*
Their wars against the Barbarians beyond die Rhine, and
against the Lombards, must have added to the numbers of
their skves.
On die other hand, while the Church, by admitting the slave to
the Sacraments, and recognizing his right, or rather his obligation
to contract matrimony, had improved his condition, it had neither
condemned nor attacked the institution of slavery on principle.6
Mancipia were consequendy to be found everywhere, not only in
the great domains, but in the service of all private persons
1 gregory of tours, Hist. Fran*., IX, 21 and 22.	* jfttf,, X, 25*
« Ibid., VIII, 39, and VI, 14.
 *	Chronica, IV, 18, ss.rauMimov., vol. II, p. 128: Eo anno chdis glmtekri*
nwrsilia et reliquas Provinciae tivitates grwitttr v&$tavit*
 *	The Church's point of viev was absolutely the same as under the Roman
Empire. Cf. veriindbn, op. dt> ahuario db histoeia dbi bbrbcho
voL XI (1934). p. 312.
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